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From killer home theaters to sensational automated
homes, this year’s recipients of Gold, Silver and Bronze
Projects of the Year awards showcase the best in smart
home design and installation.

F

or the 13th year in a row, Electronic House recognizes some of the most groundbreaking smart homes through its preeminent Home of the Year Awards. This
year there were 35 winners from 13 categories, each more beautiful than the
next. Entries were judged on the high level of innovation, creativity, and customization
demonstrated in the design and installation of smart systems.
This year’s contest generated a remarkable range of projects, from contemporaryand traditional-style smart homes automated inside and out; back-to-back master
suite displays; mega outdoor A/V coverage; unique car garage; and media rooms from
a star ceiling theater under $25,000 to sky’s the limit entertainment for a Hollywood
studio exec.
The products and systems integrated into these amazing residences ran the gamut, but a there were a few solutions that prevailed as favorites among the winning
home systems integration firms. Lutron lighting and shading systems, for example,
were installed in 18 of the award-winning projects; Savant was the top choice among
integrators as a home automation solution. For the second year in a row, Sony reigned
supreme as the choice TV and projector, and Sonance was the most-used speaker
brand. Other popular products and systems among the winning integration companies
include B&W, Screen Innovations, and Control4
No matter what brands of systems were employed, every award-winning home this
year demonstrates the pleasing blend of design and technology. Integrators, builders,
and interior designers seem to be collaborating closer than ever, as these home look at
stunning as their smart home technologies perform. EH
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GOLD WINNER HOME THEATER LESS THAN $25,000

LET THE GAMES BEGIN!

Sony 4K projector scores points with avid gamer to satisfy his need for speed.

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Tym Smart Homes &
Home Theaters,
Sandy, Utah
tymhomes.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS
Some people build a home theater to satisfy their
passion for movies. Others choose to remake a
space for viewing sports, but for this owner the
impetus for creating a special A/V destination
was gaming.
The area for the gaming action had been
carved out below the garage while the home
was being built, but it was left vacant while the
homeowners discussed their vision for the space
and put in ample hours of research. When they
decided to go for it, they contacted Tym Smart
Homes & Home Theaters to make their media
space dreams a reality.
Playing with a Blank Canvas
Tym was the perfect choice for the project and
for these owners. The team members were able
to provide him with plenty of A/V options while
giving her a fiber-optic star ceiling, which over
the years has become the company’s signature
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

feature. “She wasn’t sure she really wanted
a theater, but agreed with one condition: the
custom star ceiling,” says Matt Montgomery,
co-founder of Tym.
As it turns out, though, the star ceiling became
the toughest part of the project to pull together.
But more on that later.
The owner’s PC was the main gaming component, so Tym made sure connect it to the Sony
4K projector in the theater through a dongle. The
PC is stowed neatly with the rest of the equipment in a custom-built equipment rack. For flexibility, Tym enabled the PC, projector and mouse
and keyboard to communicate both wirelessly
and via cabling. “The shell of this room is concrete, so wireless can be finicky,” notes Montgomery. “Having a wired connection provided
the homeowner with a reliable backup.”
A tap of a button on a Control4 remote kickstarts the projector and PC, and the owner is inwww.electronichouse.com

Sony 4K projector •
Control4 control system
• Lutron lighting •
Anthem Dolby Atmos
surround-sound
receiver • 135-inch Elite
Prime • Vision screen
• Revel speakers and
subwoofers • Sony 4K
Blu-ray player • Chief
projector mount

HOME THEATER LESS THAN $25,000
stantly immersed in the action. A 135-inch screen
from Elite Prime Vision presents the video; an
Anthem receiver, 11 Revel speakers and two
Revel subwoofers immerse the room in Dolby
Atmos audio. Aside from the Sony projector, the
Revel speakers topped his must-have list. After
auditioning several speaker combinations at the
Tym showroom, he fell in love with the audio
performance and the modern cosmetics of the
white floorstanding speakers. “It’s probably the
most any client of ours has ever researched the
demoed equipment,” Montgomery remarks.
It was time well spent, as the theater performs
beautifully both for gaming and the occasional
movie that gets popped into the Sony 4K Blu-ray
disc player.
26,000 Feet of Fiber
A much bumpier path toward perfection was
taken during the creation of the fiber-optic star
ceiling. Per the owners’ request, Tym creative director Brad Montgomery installed 26,000 feet of
fiber filament comprising 1,200 individual stars to
replicate the Milky Way galaxy. “It was one of the
more complicated and labor intensive star ceilings we had done and has double the amount of
stars of other star ceilings we have done,” Matt
Montgomery says.
In less than a day, however, Tym’s painstaking
work was ruined. The builder’s sheetrock company mudded over all of the fiber optics. “We did
our best to salvage the ceiling, but it was no longer ‘art.’ We ended up having to tear down the
entire ceiling, install a new one and add the fiber
optics once again,” Montgomery relates. “And
this time we brought in our own sheetrock team.”
The fiber-optic Milky Way is activated by the
Control4 system. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BRAD MONTGOMERY
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GOLD WINNER HOME THEATER $25,000 TO $75,000

HEAVY METAL MASTERPIECE

A unique mix of steel and stellar A/V produce a prize-worthy theater oozing
with personality.
If there’s one room where customers can let their
imagination run wild, it’s in a home theater. The
owner of this award-winning home theater let his
personality and heritage reflect in the design by
incorporating decorative pieces made of steel.
Owner of a steel factory, he put his creativity to
work by using materials at his mill to fashion his
own theater sign and film reels, which will eventually don the walls.
But first things first: This A/V enthusiast
hooked up with Tym Smart Homes & Home
Theaters to turn an unused portion of his
basement into a theater that his entire family
could enjoy. “He visited our showroom and we
tossed around a few fun ideas and wondered
if we would hear back from him,” relates Matt
Montgomery, co-founder of Tym, of his initial
conversation with the homeowner. That was
more than a year ago. Eventually, the owner
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

made it back to the Tym showroom; this time
he was ready to commence with the project.
Star-Studded Atmosphere
Out of the gate, Tym’s signature star ceiling,
which is prominently displayed at its showroom,
struck the homeowner as a must-have for the
home theater. Beyond this, a large screen, lots of
comfortable seating, and a casual vibe were at
the top of the shopping list. While Tym’s star ceiling expert, Brad Montgomery, laid the groundwork for the galaxy overhead, the rest of the
team focused on the design and implementation
of the A/V gear.
The area of the basement that the owner had
saved for a home theater was completely finished, so Tym was able to pull together the project fairly quickly, affixing a 138-inch acoustically
transparent screen from Elite Prime Vision to the
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Tym Smart Homes &
Home Theaters,
Sandy, Utah
tymhomes.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Elite Prime Vision
138-inch screen • Sony
projector • Savant
control system •
Savant light switches
• Anthem receiver •
Paradigm speakers and
subwoofers • Sony 4K
Blu-ray player

HOME THEATER $25,000 TO $75,000
front wall. Optimized for displaying 4K content,
the screen was paired with a Sony 4K projector,
which Tym suspended from the 10-foot ceiling.
A Dolby Atmos receiver from Anthem runs the
audio, delivering a realistic, three-dimensional
listening experience through 11 Paradigm speakers and two Paradigm subwoofers — all of which
Tym recessed into the walls and ceiling. Brad
Montgomery meshed the ceiling speakers into
the design of the star ceiling by painting their
grilles and painstakingly hand-threading five
miles of fiber-optic cabling into the sheetrock.
Familiar Choice for Controls
Selecting a control system for the space was
a no-brainer, as the family was already using a
Savant system to access, control, and distribute
audio and video throughout the house. Tym
simply downloaded the Savant app on a tablet
dedicated to the new home theater and the family was mastering their media in no time. The new
A/V equipment was also tied into the housewide
Savant distribution system, which enables the
family to route content from the theater to other
media rooms upstairs and vice-versa to the theater downstairs. “Everything can be shared,” Matt
Montgomery says.
Through the app, they can activate a Sony
Blu-ray player, cable TV box, or Apple TV, plus
command the Savant Metropolitan light switches
to darken the room for optimum viewing. The
fiber-optic ceiling is controlled through the app,
too, and it’s created an unforeseen use of the
theater.
“The owner shared with us that while he and
his family do use the theater almost every night
to watch movies — and he and his wife regularly
visit the theater to just sit and relax and enjoy the
stars,” Montgomery says. The steel décor that will
soon be added will give the theater even greater
polish. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BRAD MONTGOMERY
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SILVER WINNER HOME THEATER $25,000 TO $75,000

ACOUSTICAL SOLUTION ANSWERS

AESTHETIC REQUEST TOO
This spectacular looking theater shows the
importance of following standards and meeting
customer challenges is something integrators
address worldwide, as with this customer in China. With an emphasis on its 7.2.4-channel sound
system that centers on Dynaudio loudspeakers,
SentimentHiFi delivered a room that also adhered to CEDIA standards and met tight deadlines, notes CEO GuangYu Feng.
“At the very beginning, we recommended the
Dynaudio custom system to the client and we
told him: When you invest in a Dynaudio custom
system, you’re investing in a hi-fi system with
heritage … 40 years of audio expertise, harnessing the same core technology, craftsmanship and
fanatical attention to detail,” Feng recalls.
SentimentHiFi followed industry standards
“from start to finish” in constructing the theater,
Feng says, but one challenge was also meeting
the owner’s modern décor aesthetic wishes
while balancing with quality acoustic design. Not
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

only that, but doing so within a timeframe of just
two weeks to complete the project.
SentimentHiFi managed to redesign the sonic
footprint and create acoustical treatments for the
theater that included rebuilding the partition wall
and installing a shock-absorbing wall to reduce
noise. To ensure that the audio system, as well as
the projection system that includes BenQ projection, perform reliably and optimally, SentimentHiFi
equipped the gear with Furman voltage regulators that provide clean and efficient independent
power supply to connected devices. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
SentimentHiFi,
Shanghai, China
sentimenthifi.com

BUILDER
copy copy

ARCHITECT
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EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls •
Dynaudio, Syzygy
speakers and
subwoofers • BenQ
projector • United
Screen projection screen
• Integra amplification
• Morpheus Blu-ray
player • Furman power
management • D-BOX
seating

BRONZE WINNER HOME THEATER $25,000 TO $75,000

‘CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC’ LEANS ON

CLOSE COLLABORATION
This gorgeous theater room is a prime example
of the combined efforts among theater designer,
tech systems designer/installer and tech enthusiast client that had a pretty good sense of
what he envisioned for a “contemporary classic”
space to entertain friends, family and especially
grandchildren, says Lifestyle Solutions president
Behzad Sarwar.
Lifestyle Solutions handled the design and
build-out, while its partners at Custom Works did
the A/V design and installation. Just as important to the A/V experience was sound isolation,
which in this case meant walls and ceiling were
all insulated and decoupled using two layers of
sheetrock sandwiching a layer of Green Glue.
“Stone work on the columns and front wall was
an afterthought, but worked out well with the
color scheme,” Sarwar adds. Meanwhile, Lifestyle
Solutions resolved a significant challenge by
concealing two doors near the screen wall with
fabric wrapping and trim to make them appear
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

seamless with the walls. Of course, the gear
itself is no slouch, featuring a whopping 160-inch
Screen Innovations Zero Edge screen, Epson
laser projector and Klipsch THX Dolby Atmos
speaker system. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Lifestyle Solutions &
Custom Works,
Bristow, Va.

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Screen Innovations
projection screen
• Epson projector •
Yamaha preamp and
amplification • Klipsch
THX speakers and
subwoofers • URC
controls • Oppo Blu-ray
player • SnapAV rack •
Liberty wiring • Palliser
seating

GOLD WINNER HOME THEATER $75,000 TO $150,000

FLOOD FINALLY INSPIRES

HOME THEATER REDO
After a leaky pipe ruined their home theater, these owners undertake
a massive 4K upgrade.
The owners of this theater knew their previous
media space was out of date. They had been
using the same equipment for about 13 years —
that’s a lifetime in the world of home electronics.
But they were content. It would take something
major to spur them to renovate.
Recently, something big did happen: Their
home theater flooded. A leaky bathroom pipe
located directly above the theater sent water into
the room, damaging the ceiling, walls, and much
of the furnishings. The owners figured this was
their sign to update the space.
They contacted a trifecta of experts to handle
the transformation: Mike Murphy Construction
Consulting, Amy DeVault Interior Design and DSI
Luxury Technology, of Los Angeles. Together, this
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

team created an amazing viewing environment
for the homeowners. Walls were moved and
soffits removed to provide more headroom and
better sightlines from the seating area to the new
projection screen; a fresh, modern interior design
complete with new furniture was implemented;
and a suite of state-of-the-art A/V gear along with
a Savant control system was integrated.
Getting the room into tip-top shape was the
first step in a process that would bring this
theater into the upper echelon of performance.
“We didn’t have a lot of ceiling height to work
with, only about 9 feet, so it was a tricky engineering feat working around soffits and getting
the screen where it the best position,” relates DSI
principal Eric Thies.
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

DSI Luxury Technology,
Los Angeles, Calif.
dsilt.com

HIGHLIGHTS

Savant control •
Lutron lighting • Vutec
projection screen •
DPI projector • JBL
Synthesis, Revel
speakers • AudioControl
amplifiers

HOME THEATER $75,000 TO $150,000
According to Thies, the main objective in
terms of equipment selection was long shelf life.
“For example, we selected a 4K laser projector
instead of an LED projector because we know
that laser will be around for some time. The
homeowners will never need to change a bulb
or worry about their image losing brightness,” he
notes.
DSI complemented the Digital Projection
International (DPI) projector with an assortment
of other 4K-compatible equipment, including a
Kaleidescape movie server, DirecTV cable box,
and Apple TV. DSI also rounded out the entertainment options with legacy components like a
Sony PlayStation and even a VCR for the owners’
collection of VHS tapes.
A 17-speaker Dolby Atmos system handled
by JBL Synthesis speakers and AudioControl
electronics delivers realistic 3D audio to the
space. Some of the speakers were planted into
the room’s existing columns and covered with
acoustical fabric. “The speakers are completely
disguised, and the JBL Synthesis system ensures
that they’ll sound great for another 13-plus years,”
Thies says.
Because the owners would be watching old
movies on VHS, as well as TV programs and
sporting events, the screen would need to accommodate not just the super wide 2.35:1 aspect
ratios of some 4K content, but also less-wide
16:9 content and possibly older 4:3. A masking
system was applied to the theater’s 12-foot-wide
acoustically transparent Vutec screen to alter the
aspect ratio to suit whatever content the family
chooses. The fabric masking is motorized to
move automatically, thanks to its integration into
the Savant controls.
In addition to ensuring that the A/V sources, projector and masking system are in sync,
Savant and a Lutron RadioRA system simplify the
control of the room lighting. The owners can use
a keypad at the theater entrance or an app on
their smartphone to engage a range of lighting
scenes, giving this theater even more stamina to
endure the test of time. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BERLYN PHOTOGRAPHY
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SILVER WINNER HOME THEATER $75,000 TO $150,000

ATMOS THEATER RENOVATION

CAREFULLY CRAFTED
The centerpiece of an extensive Michigan basement remodel, this Craftsman-style theater is
among the first 9.2.4-channel Dolby Atmos installs
in the upper Midwest, according to integrator
Automation Design + Entertainment. Like many lower-level theater retrofits there are challenges, and
this one included a hallway running
through the middle of it.
Craftsman-style acoustic panels
frame the space, disguised as “barn
doors” that slide open to create
access from the rec room through to
the adjoining bar area. A panel at the
back of the room conceals the equipment rack. To isolate the sound from
the main living room directly above,
as well as into the adjacent areas,
Kinetics Noise Control Acoustic treatments were installed.
“The homeowner had auditioned Dolby Atmos in our Lifestyle
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Showroom and had to have it,” says Automation
Design + Entertainment president Peter Cook. It
features Bowers & Wilkins speakers, including
surrounds hidden within the custom proscenium
and screen wall, all driven by Pioneer Elite. Control for the theater, as well as the entire home’s
subsystems, is via Elan.
The room features eight custom
Fortress theater chairs, along with
four stools at the granite bar top on
the top tier. Lutron RadioRA 2 controls the risers’ step lights, proscenium sconces, the screen’s backlight, two zones of can lighting for
the upper and lower levels, walkway lighting and cove lighting that
casts blacklight onto the theater’s
signature feature, a custom-painted
constellations mural. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CAROLE PARIS
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Automation Design +
Entertainment,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
automation-design.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Elan controls • Sony
4K projector • Screen
Innovations screen
• Pioneer Elite A/V
receiver • Bowers &
Wilkins speakers •
Lutron lighting controls •
Oppo Blu-ray player

BRONZE WINNER HOME THEATER $75,000 TO $150,000

REDESIGNED ROOM PLANS

PRODUCE REFINED RESULTS
The owner of this theater spent more than two
years building his dream home, but when it came
time to completing the unfinished problems there
were issues with the contractor. Enter Lifestyle
Solutions and partner Custom Works to get it
done right.
“The original room layout was way too big for
the selected size of screen, seating, A/V equipment. We decided to reframe the room to a
smaller size. ... and from square to a more ideal
rectangle shape, which improves the overall
harmonics,” explains Lifestyle Solutions president
Behzad Sarwar, adding that the client wanted to
incorporate elements he’d seen of other Lifestyle
Solutions work such as columns with 3D panels
and star ceiling.
Built under a large garage with a sloped
floor, the room’s biggest challenge was the
14-inch ceiling pitch from front to back, says
Sarwar. Lifestyle Solutions installed shadow
boxes with the top of each box matching the
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

angle of the ceiling.
Custom Works installed a URC control system,
perfect for operating the lighting and A/V gear,
which includes a 160-inch SI screen, Sony 4K
projector, and Yamaha and Parasound electronics driving Triad speakers and JL Audio subwoofers. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Lifestyle Solutions &
Custom Works,
Bristow, Va.

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

URC controls • Sony
4K projector • Screen
Innovations screen •
Triad speakers • JL
Audio subwoofers
• Yamaha preamp •
Parasound amplifiers •
Palliser seating
• SnapAV rack •
AudioQuest cabling

GOLD WINNER HOME THEATER $150,000+

BLEEDING EDGE OF

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

ENTERTAINMENT

Future Home, Los
Angeles, Calif.
futurehometheater.com

Featuring a blend of consumer and professional equipment, this Hollywood
executive’s theater embodies the upper echelon of home entertainment.
Most people sit in their home theaters to get
away from it all — to escape reality and be swept
away by the sights and sounds of a fantastic
audio/visual presentation. The owner of this
impressive space certainly uses his new 17-by24-foot home cinema to get away from it all and
enjoy films with friends and family. It would be
impossible not to.
Hollywood-Style System
But there was another very important reason
that the owner decided to convert the previous
owner’s mediocre media room. “He is one of the
movie industry’s top executives so he needed to
be able to view not just new releases but first-run
movies sent directly to him from the studio,” says
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Murray Kunis, president of Future Home, Los
Angeles. For this reason, Future Home installed a
combination of equipment that could handle both
widely available consumer movie formats and
fresh-from-the-studio DCI formats.
But first, the room needed a serious structural overhaul. With a ceiling measuring just over
7 feet tall, the existing seating platform was
removed the front half of the room was ripped up
and 14 inches concrete slab were removed. This
would provide ample space for stadium-style
seating, a huge screen and 27 speakers.
There was plenty of headroom to mount a
standard projector to the ceiling, but again, this
is no ordinary home theater. In order to view
first-run movies from the studio, the owner
www.electronichouse.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Christie (now Barco)
projector • Seymour
Screen Excellence
screen • James speakers
and subwoofers • Dolby
Atmos processor • Dolby
Pro processor • Doremi
digital cinema server
• Oppo Blu-ray player
• Roku 4K streaming
media player • Apple TV
• Kaleidescape servers
• Crestron control •
Crestron lighting •
CinemaTech seating and
room design

HOME THEATER $150,000+
needed a professional-grade projector. Much
larger and generating more heat than consumer-grade counterparts, it had to be installed
outside of the theater, in a well-ventilated room
of its own. “Fortunately, a laundry room located
behind the theater afforded an acceptable location,” Kunis says.
Passing the Dolby Pro Test
Once the size and shape of the room had been
adequately adjusted, Kunis brought CinemaTech on board to design and install the interior
accouterments, including 10 motorized leather
seats, custom fiber-optic star ceiling and plenty
of sophisticated acoustical treatments.
Although the Dolby Atmos system envelops
movie-goers, Future Home and CinemaTech
went the extra mile by applying acoustical treatments to optimize the clarity and localization of
the surround effects. The treatments, including
Kinetics Noise Control isolators, also block out
noise from outside the theater. Dolby’s professional department had to give the green light
before the commercial-grade DCI Atmos processor would be activated.
This Dolby Pro processor feeds audio and
video content from two racks of gear to reference-grade James loudspeakers and subwoofers, and a Christie 4K video projector (the homeowner recently upgraded to a Barco 4K laser
model). To cater to both the owner’s casual and
critical movie viewing needs, the A/V sources
include an Oppo Blu-ray player, 4K Roku media
streamer, Apple TV, high-def satellite receiver, 4K
movie servers and a Blu-ray disc carousel from
Kaleidescape, and a pro-grade Doremi 4K HDR
digital cinema server. The images are projected
onto a 14-foot-wide CinemaScope screen from
Seymour Screen Excellence.
A Crestron CP3 control system runs the show,
consolidating each element of the theater to a
single button press. From a Crestron touchpanel
the owner can view every movie available on every piece of equipment, including the DCI server
that delivers movies from the studio. EH
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SILVER WINNER HOME THEATER $150,000+

STELLAR SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN

TAKES CENTER STAGE
Looking to finish a basement with a dedicated
theater room a few years after initial home construction and tech systems installation, the owner
hired the Erskine Group to draft and design the
project. Integrator Union Place, which had previously installed a Control4 system in the house,
worked with the Erskine plans on the room.
“The design was modern and minimalist with
the color palette chosen to minimize any bright
reflective surfaces, hence the gray and black
theme. They also factored in the Triad speakers
for performance and value,” says Union Place’s
Brian Duggan of the resulting 9.4.4-channel Dolby Atmos configuration.
Duggan notes the Erskine acoustic requirements behind the stretch fabric system were
rigorous and included: sound isolation clips,
hat channel, two layers of 5/8-inch drywall with
Green Glue between, 50-year caulk applied to
the bottom of the base plates, acoustic matting,
6-mil plastic lining the seating platform and stage,
and all cavities filled with sand. Plus, the HVAC
system was reworked and the projector enEH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

closed to further isolate noise.
Beyond that, location was a hurdle. “The theater
is the first thing you enter when you come downstairs. The hidden acoustic doors allow you to enter
the theater and exit the rear to access the exercise
room, guest bedroom, bathroom and snack bar,”
Duggan says. “A window was removed in the process that would have been in the theater.”
Impressive in its own right, the video features
a 133-inch Da-Lite screen and Epson projector,
calibrated by ISF’s Dave Harper. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF EMILY JOHN
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Union Place | Home
Systems + Interior
Design,
Excelsior, Minn.
unionplace.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Control4 controls
and lighting • Da-Lite
projection screen
• Epson projector •
Triad speakers and
subwoofers • Marantz,
Emotiva electronics •
Rapid Racks equipment
rack • Celerity cabling •
Lifx lights

BRONZE WINNER HOME THEATER $150,000+

ENCHANTED THEATER MIXES

WHIMSY & WOW
Who says home theaters have to look like sci-fi
or sports-themed man caves? Situated in the
bucolic vineyards of upstate New York, inside
this 960-square-foot room guests find a setting full of whimsical animal portraits in gilded
frames against opulent wallpaper, anchored by
the pewter carpeting that twinkles with metallic
silver threads.
“Rather than wrapping the walls in stretch fabric
as is typical in many theaters, the interior designer
specified wallpaper, so we had to come up with
an innovative solution that would satisfy the designer’s vision while meeting the acoustical needs
of the space,” relates Osbee’s Karen Rusch.
Osbee proposed perforating the wallpaper
— microscopic enough to maintain the integrity
of the design, but open enough to allow sound
to flow unimpeded. Several rounds of testing
achieved the right balance, hung on specially
fabricated wallboards incorporated with absorbers and diffusers.
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Osbee Industries,
Harrison, N.Y.
osbee.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Transporting family and guests into the world of
movie fantasy, a Digital Projection Titan projector
fitted with TheaterScope anamorphic lens delivers
the astounding video, while a Meridian speaker
system doles out the awesome audio. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DAVID RAINES
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Crestron controls and
lighting • Crestron A/V
distribution • Stewart
Filmscreen screen
• Digital Projection
International projector
• Meridian speakers •
Kaleidescape media
server

GOLD WINNER BEFORE & AFTER

OUT OF SHAPE

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

A massive retractable canopy and ultra-amenable automation system let
the owners of this outdoor space enjoy A/V come rain or shine.

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

TO PERFECTLY FIT

BNC Technology,
Johannesburg
South Africa
bnctechnology.co.za

Not everyone has the luxury of installing home
theater gear in a room that’s of perfect proportions. Nor are the conditions always right for a
beautifully arranged rack of A/V gear.
For a space this unaccommodating, it’s often
necessary to start completely from the beginning. That’s what the owners of this award-winning room did when they contacted the home
systems integrators at BNC Technology, of
Johannesburg, South Africa, to transform their
outdated home cinema into something modern
and spectacular.

as technical challenges relating to the layout,”
says BNC manager Bianca Caripis. “The first step
was removing all of the equipment, followed by
reconstructing the tiers to ensure better space
planning.”
BNC constructed new walls to create better
continuity of design, and to provide a home for
a suite of in-wall Meridian speakers. The new
walls are wrapped in acoustical fabric to conceal
the speakers and complement the room design.
Acoustical treatments are also incorporated within the walls to optimize sonic performance.

A Theater of New Dimensions
The team completely reshaped the room as a
key part of the facelift. “The heart-shaped room
presented a lot of acoustical challenges as well

Sonically & Cosmetically Engaging
An acoustically transparent screen from Stewart Filmscreen conceals the main loudspeakers
tucked into the front wall. It is paired with a JVC
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Control4 control • Lutron
lighting • Meridian
speakers • Stewart
Filmscreen projection
screen • JVC projector

BEFORE & AFTER

4K video projector, which according to Caripis is
a “huge improvement over the projector that the
family had been using previously.”
Rebuilding the walls also gave BNC the opportunity to include a closet dedicated for the A/V
gear, which includes an Integra receiver, Meridian amplifiers, and a Control4 processor.
The owners are able to use a Control4 interface to sync the operation of the A/V gear and
control the Lutron dimmer switches. Overhead
lighting is complemented by lights running vertically along the new walls’ panels. This enhances
the redone home theater’s contemporary design,
while the updated audio and video components
create an entertainment space that’s engaging
and easy to manage. EH

BEFORE

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ANTON VAN STRAATEN
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SILVER WINNER BEFORE & AFTER

MOTOCROSS GREAT GETS

TECH BACK ON FAST TRACK
Motocross legend Ricky Carmichael’s nickname
“the G.O.A.T.” might stand for the “greatest of alltime,” befitting his status as a 2015 Motorsports
Hall of Fame of America inductee, but his nest of
home electronics wires and cables looked more
like an actual goat had created the mess. It was a
bit more than what technology firm
Hi-Tech Systems Associates had
bargained for when Carmichael
reached out seeking an upgrade/
repair of what he said was lightning-damaged gear, according to
Hi-Tech president Jason Wester.
“I didn’t expect what we found
in the A/V closet. In addition to the
fried and dated gear, the cabling
had seen its better days. Nine
years of networking and analog
distributed video balun patches/
repairs had turned into a mess of
BEFORE
cabling,” Wester says.
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Indeed, it looked like Carmichael would need a
Hall of Fame-worthy, full reinstallation to get the
Florida home’s systems back in working order.
“I knew we had to not only help but perform a
complete system overhaul,” Wester says.
The results of arduous effort by Hi-Tech with
programming and support assistance from PanTech Designs are
nothing short of remarkable, with
a redesigned equipment rack and
smooth track of wiring/cabling
runs. The home now has 10 zones
of video distribution, 18 zones of
audio, Lutron lighting, 14 Crestron
touchpanel controls, four handheld remotes, new TVs all around,
an upgraded Sony 4K laser projector and Meridian sound system
in the theater as well as a new
DSC alarm system and security
cameras. EH
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Hi-Tech Systems
Associates,
Tallahassee, Fla.,
hitechflorida.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Crestron home controls •
Lutron lighting • Crestron
multiroom A/V • Meridian
speakers • Sony
projection • Stewart
Filmscreen projection
screen • SunBriteTV
displays • Strong mounts
• Wirepath enclosures •
Comelit gate controller
• DSC alarm system •
Alarm.com cameras

BRONZE WINNER BEFORE & AFTER

SUMMER RETREAT TREATED TO

MUCH-NEEDED RENOVATION
This lake home’s renovation and remodeling
project was born out of a grandmother’s desire
to share her hometown roots with her grandchildren, providing a summer retreat for the
generations to enjoy. What began as a modest
lake house transformed into an elegant vacation
destination complete with a high-end media
room and music throughout, integrated security
and camera systems, lighting control, gaming
setups for all to envy and a robust network to
support it all, notes integrator Automation Design
+ Entertainment president Peter Cook.
Control4 runs the home automation and lighting
control systems. To add to the home’s elegance,
discreet room sensors allow for thermostats to be
located out-of-sight. A camera system and Leviton security system are integrated into the home’s
control, all able to be managed via an app.
The media room was relocated to the upper
floor during the renovation. A cozy, above-thegarage bonus room serves as a great gathering
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

space for family movie nights with Sony 4K video
flanked by B&W in-wall speakers and soundbar.
“She is thrilled to be able to host the extended
family because of the renovation and to be able
to offer them an entertaining and memory-making getaway,” reports Cook. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CAROLE PARIS

BEFORE
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Automation Design
+ Entertainment,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
automation-design.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Control4 controls,
lighting • B&W, Sonos
speakers • Sony displays
• Sony A/V receivers

GOLD WINNER MULTIPURPOSE MEDIA ROOM

HALF-DOZEN DISPLAYS

HOOK ’EM ON GAME DAY
University of Texas Longhorns football takes center stage in this multiscreen
media marvel.
There are football fans who love watching the
sport then there are super fans who relish the
opportunity to critique every aspect of the game:
compare stats, study and analyze players, review
key plays, basically live and breathe the game.
The owner of this media room marvel fits into the
latter category, especially when it comes to the
University of Texas Longhorns. As his home was
being built, he sequestered a 1,500-square-foot
space where he could dive deep into football
territory, but all from the comfort of his couch.
Local systems integrator Service Tech Audio
Visual was hired to handle the conversion of
the unfinished space into a multiscreen viewing
environment, complete with a billiards table and
bar. Sony XBR 4K TVs deliver high refresh rates
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

for superior processing of fast-action sports, and
five was the magic number of displays for the
impending video wall.
After coming up with a workable game plan,
the team at Service Tech centered an 85-incher
on the chosen viewing wall and flanked it with
two 49-inch displays on each side. The result is
an eye-popping video wall capable of showing
five separate programs simultaneously. Each display is connected to its own dedicated DirecTV
box, giving the owner the freedom to pick and
choose at will.
Rather than require the owner to use a separate remote to control each DirecTV box and
its connected TV, Service Tech tied everything
to a Savant control system so a single remote
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Service Tech Audio
Visual, Austin, Texas
servicetechav.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Sony 4K TVs • Savant
Pro Host control system
• Savant A/V distribution
• Savant digital
amplifiers • Sonance
VP 64 speakers • Leon
Speakers soundbar •
Lutron HomeWorks QS •
Philips Hue strip lighting

MULTIPURPOSE MEDIA ROOM
or touchpanel can quickly set up the video for
game-day action. Using the touchpanel, which is
stationed on an in-wall charging station but can
be quickly removed and carried to the couch, the
owner can select a channel for each TV.
Even easier, he can tap a button labeled “Hook
’em” which tunes each TV automatically to the
owner’s five preferred sports channels. The central display goes right to the Longhorn Network;
the others broadcast to other sports stations. The
Savant app on the tablet does the trick, or he can
press a button on a Lutron Palladiom keypad as
he enters the room.
Audio automatically defaults to the 85-inch TV,
which plays through a full-length custom Leon
Speakers soundbar mounted below the display,
as well as to in-ceiling Sonance Performance
speakers for a 7.2-channel surround-sound effect. The owner can always use Savant interface
on the touchpanel to direct audio from any of the
other TVs to the speaker array.
A Lutron HomeWorks QS architectural lighting
system and colored Philips Hue accent lights
play a big role in the Hook ’em scene, too. The
same program that sets up the video wall also
activates cove lighting, which shines in Longhorns burnt orange. From the touchpanel, Savant
remote or a Lutron Palladiom keypad, the owner
can also engage a “Movie” scene. This tunes the
85-inch TV to Apple TV, switches off all the room
lights, and turns the cove lighting to a deep blue
hue: the perfect setting for a movie night.
“Savant is so easy for our team of designers to
program, it’s become our preferred home control
product,” says Service Tech marketing manager
Mattie Horn. “This project showcases what’s possible to achieve when you have a tool like Savant
to bring all the pieces together.” With multiple
TVs, intuitive controls, and colorful lighting, this
multipurpose room is able to transition easily
from a sports devotee’s dream viewing environment to a movie buff’s cinematic bliss. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MATTIE HORN
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SILVER WINNER MULTIPURPOSE MEDIA ROOM

LOWER LEVEL EARNS HIGH MARKS FOR

PROBLEM-SOLVING CREATIVITY
The lower-level design of this home needed
to include a little bit of everything... an inviting
family-friendly space that would be perfect for
hosting parties, card games, movie nights and
sporting events. Plus, the owners’ plans for growing their family made a playroom a must-have.
“To include all of this in a space that was
uniquely laid out and had multiple architectural
difficulties including structural columns, ductwork,
plumbing and an awkwardly placed sump pump
were all challenges. The floorplan went through
two major revisions before the final design was
approved,” explains Laura Arciuolo-Harper of
integration firm Gramophone.
Gramophone’s design and build team created
a functional and transitional design throughout
each area, starting with an open bar and lounge
upon entering the lower level. The tiered theater
complements the custom-stained wood and
offers six motorized black leather theater seats,
each equipped with underlit LED lighting.
Gramophone installed a 115-inch Stewart
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Filmscreen screen and Epson 4K projector, with
Totem Tribe In-Wall speakers flanking the screen
and matched with a Totem Tribe Center speaker
built into the custom proscenium that conceals
ductwork, plumbing and more. Totem Kin surround and in-ceiling speakers and in-wall subwoofer round out the Dolby Atmos array.
Control4 and Lutron serve up A/V and lighting
controls, and extras such as LED strip lighting
and Amazon Alexa voice support enhance the
fun and functionality of the space. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Gramophone,
Timonium, Md.
gramophone.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Control4 controls •
Lutron lighting controls
• Stewart Filmscreen
projection screen •
Epson 4K projector •
Totem speakers and
subwoofer • Integra
processing and
amplification

BRONZE WINNER MULTIPURPOSE MEDIA ROOM

LOUNGE & GAMING SPACE

RAISES THE BAR ON RELAXATION
This warm and welcoming space has become a
prime destination for this owner, and it’s easy to
see why as it’s used for reading, watching movies in surround sound, having cocktails, observing nature on the Chesapeake Bay, listening to
music, playing arcade games, soaking up firelight
and much more. “Everything has its place in the
way that the technology blends with the architecture,” says Atlantic Control Technologies operations manager Jan Eden.
The Lutron lighting control system includes
recessed LED downlights, decorative nautically themed pendant lights for the bar area
and a modest chandelier above the gaming
area. The LEDs are further filtered with beam
spreaders to diffuse the light and make it more
inviting.
The full bar area has a great view of the lounge
area’s LG OLED TV custom installed atop the
marble fireplace. A Sonance surround-sound system here cleverly creates a center channel split
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

between left/right speakers flanking the TV.
The gaming area has a foosball table, two
arcade game cabinets and in-ceiling speakers to
pipe in music from the Sonos audio system. RTI’s
SURFiR remote makes operating everything a
breeze. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADAM ELNAGDY
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Atlantic Control
Technologies,
Annapolis, Md.
atlcontrol.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

RTI controls • Lutron
lighting control • LG
OLED display • Sonance
speakers • Sony A/V
receiver • Sonos music
system

GOLD WINNER MASTER SUITE

DECKED OUT WITH

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Back-to-back TVs provide perfect viewing either from bed or couch
for owners of this sleek master suite.

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

DOUBLE-DUTY DISPLAYS
A massive triple-paned gas fireplace is the focal
point of this incredible suite, but it’s what’s on
top of the structure that has the owners entranced. Stretching from floor to ceiling, the
hearth offered a great place to mount a TV. It
blends in visually with the space, eats up no
unnecessary real estate and provides a comfortable view from the bed.
And the concept was so cosmetically in tune
with the owners’ wishes for a sleek, modern install, that they and the home systems integrators
from Atlantic Control Technologies decided to
mount another, identical TV to the other side of
the structure. This TV serves an adjacent sitting
area in the spacious master suite.
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Back-to-Back Entertainment
Atlantic Control Technologies chose 55-inch
OLED TVs from LG, noting their super-thin
bezels as a huge selling point for the homeowners. “The thin bezels definitely fit the wall better,
and when you pull them from the wall they look
like they’re floating,” says ACT operations manager Jan Erik Eden.
Each TV is attached to a mount from Future
Automation, which allows the display to hug the
wall then extend and swivel. This is performed
manually, and once the TV is in place, controlling
it is a breeze with a custom-programmed RTI
remote. Each TV is connected to its own suite
of A/V sources; the owners use the remote to
www.electronichouse.com

Atlantic Control
Technologies,
Annapolis, Md.
atlcontrol.com

RTI control • LG TVs •
Sonance speakers •
Lutron lighting • Sonos
audio

MASTER SUITE
select the TV they want to watch, then choose
the content, be it from cable or Apple TV. ACT
mounted these components to the back side of
each TV, using a specially designed back box
from Future Automation.
Audio fills each area from built-in Sonance
speakers. The TVs can display different images
simultaneously, with independent audio playing
through the room’s in-ceiling Sonance speakers.
These speakers also connect to a Sonos multiroom audio system, which allows the owners to
listen to various music files and services while
the TVs are on.
Illuminating Concept
Once the mode of entertainment has been
established, the owners can use the remote or
a Lutron app on their tablet or smartphone to
control the lights in the master suite and within
the adjacent landscape. “There’s a deck off the
master suite, so the owners can turn on the lights
there if they want to relax outdoors; they can also
control the lights at their pier, swimming pool,
and cupola,” Eden says.
The app is a convenient mode of management
when the owners are relaxing in bed or on a deck
chair. For quick, on-the-spot control as they enter
the suite, there’s a Lutron keypad. Buttons labeled
“Bright,” “Medium,” “Dim,” and “Goodnight” set
every fixture to a prescribed intensity level.
A wall-mounted iPad in the master bathroom
provides that same level of audio, video and
lighting control. No matter if the owners are entering or leaving the suite, getting ready for work,
relaxing, or sleeping, they can easily manage the
space thanks to an assortment of different user
interfaces. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADAM ELNAGDY
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GOLD WINNER OUTDOOR SPACE

ALL-WEATHER

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

PARTY INVITATION

AHT Global,
Naples, Fla.
ahtglobal.com

A massive retractable canopy and ultra-amenable automation system let
the owners of this outdoor space enjoy A/V come rain or shine.
In most outdoor entertainment spaces, rain
showers bring the party inside, but in this exterior A/V paradise, the family can enjoy music and
movies no matter the weather. Should Mother
Nature throw a monkey wrench into their plans,
they just tap a button on a Crestron touchpanel
to cover the main viewing area with a substantial
retractable canopy.
The canopy is also a fair-weather friend, providing shade on hot sunny days and precluding
sunlight from tossing a glare onto the screen of
a Stealth Acoustics 130-inch LED display with a
custom swing-out feature. “Over the years, the
owner has rented a lot of tents and canopies to
host outdoor parties,” says Robin Bogle, owner
of AHT Global. “He figured it was time to invest
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

in one of his own and went the extra mile by
eliminating the headaches of manually putting
one up.”
Assured of bright, vivid images, the homeowners and their guests can enjoy a number of
entertainment options, including content from
Apple TV, a Blu-ray Disc player, Kaleidescape
movie server, satellite receiver, and laptop
computer. “The outdoor venue is often used for
special events, so we installed an HDMI input to
the Crestron DM [DigitalMedia] switcher so that
people can watch video from the computers on
the big screen,” says Willy Blanco, partner at AHT
Global. “The owner typically does this for his annual Halloween party to display a loop of spooky
images on the screen.”
www.electronichouse.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Crestron control system
• QSC speakers • Stealth
Acoustics 130-inch
LED “Jumbotron” TV •
Samsung TVs • Visualint
surveillance cameras •
Lutron lighting • Crestron
A/V distribution

OUTDOOR SPACE
Whether the gathering is big or small, during
the day or night, in clear or cloudy conditions, the
outdoor environment is able to adapt. A Crestron
control system — which the owners also use to
control tech inside their house — swiftly handles all of the alterations. From any touchpanel
on the property, the homeowners can activate
scenes specially programmed by AHT that can
change the look and feel of the outdoor space.
For example, “Party” signals the Crestron A/V
distribution system to deliver music to all 80 outdoor commercial-grade QSC speakers, activate
the massive LED TV along with three smaller
Samsung displays by the cabana, and turn on the
jets in the Jacuzzi. If it’s dusk — signaled by the
Crestron system’s astronomical timeclock — the
landscape lighting joins the setup.
Less elaborate but equally as handy is the
“Game” scene. In this mode, only the speakers
by the LED TV are active. The owner can use his
iPad to tune the satellite receiver to his desired
sports channel, and the Crestron matrix switcher
delivers the action to the screen. If guests would
also like to view the game on any other TV, a
few taps on the iPad make it happen. Meanwhile,
music from an Autonomic server can be directed
to any group of speakers.
With so much entertainment available to them,
it’s easy for the family to be engrossed in their
outdoor activities. The Crestron system keeps
an eye on things to mitigate any worries. Should
a guest arrive at the gate, they are notified on
iPads and Crestron touchpanels. From these
devices they can access the nearest surveillance
camera to identify the guest and open the gate.
Real-time video from a total of 38 cameras can
be cued up.
The Crestron system keeps tabs on this
sensational outdoor space even when nobody’s
around. At a certain time each night the house
and property goes automatically into lockdown
mode. The gates lock, the security system activates, the landscape lights turn off, and the huge
canopy slides silently back into its housing. Who
says “smart home” only applies indoors? EH
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SILVER WINNER OUTDOOR SPACE

BACKYARD SPACES BASK IN

EXTENSIVE A/V & CONTROLS
The backyard of this sprawling modern lakefront
estate has it all — including plenty of options for
TV viewing and music listening thanks to collaboration between integrator Automation Design
+ Entertainment and homebuilder Scheffers
Construction Co.
“A freeform zero-entry pool meanders throughout the space with an arched bridge inviting
guests to explore, while fountains welcome those
adventurous enough to slide from the upper
level sun deck down the flume into the pool,” Automation Design + Entertainment president Peter
Cook says of the extensive outdoor space. Surrounding the pool and extending to the beach
area are Bowers & Wilkins landscape speakers
and in-ground subwoofers. Lighted columns of
natural stone were custom fit with enclosures to
house B&W AM1s for music to be blared from the
beach area and lakeside while jet skiing.
The outdoor spaces, as well as the entire
home, feature Elan g! control with Lutron RadioRA lighting control. The pool and spa’s Pentair
Intellitouch controls are integrated into the sysEH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

tem and accessible through a mobile app. The
homeowner also has access to the perimeter
cameras, door and gate intercom stations.
An outdoor kitchen and bar are tucked away
under the sun porch and, along with audio,
feature a weatherproof TV with access to the
home’s Kaleidescape movie server. The lower
patio includes fire and water features plus a hot
tub, all with integrated control. A robust Wi-Fi
network ensures systems reliability. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CAROLE PARIS
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Automation Design
+ Entertainment,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
automation-design.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Elan controls • Lutron
lighting, shade controls
• Elan A/V distribution
• Bowers & Wilkins
speakers • Rotel
A/V components •
Kaleidescape movie
server • Middle Atlantic
A/V furniture

BRONZE WINNER OUTDOOR SPACE

PATIO, LANDSCAPE LOADED

WITH TECH AMENITIES
This family’s stunning outdoor space has become
a beautifully wooded escape that includes an outdoor media patio and fire pit where movie nights
and football games can be soaked up as the sun
goes down. “The kids enjoy splashing in the elegantly lit pool while listening to their favorite streaming playlists on Pandora,” says Ryan Sullivan of local
integrator BlueSpeed AV. “Whereas, Mom and Dad
host parties around the outdoor hibachi grill on a
regular basis with friends, family and coworkers.”
All these unique spaces are connected via smartly designed technology. The primary control system
is Savant, but homeowners can also use Amazon
voice assistant Alexa to quickly turn on TVs, music,
and lighting in each area. The Lutron lighting system commands 85 Coastal Source lights.
The expansive space incorporates five zones
of audio, three TVs and over 50 Coastal Source
and Sonance speakers. On command, the TVs
turn to set channels, while speakers play a
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Pandora favorite. Just as easily, Alexa can power
everything off.
The entire outdoor area is monitored by the
home’s security system. Security cameras also provide a means to watch the wandering wildlife. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHRIS LO
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
BlueSpeed AV,
Bixby, Okla.
bluespeedav.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Lutron
lighting • Savant A/V
distribution • Coastal
Source lights • Coastal
Source, Sonance
speakers • Samsung,
Séura TVs • Autonomic,
Kaleidescape media
servers

GOLD WINNER UNIQUE SPACE

REVVED-UP DEPARTMENT

OF MOTOR VEHICLES

A Savant automation system showcases this homeowner’s collection
of luxury vehicles with customized lighting, entertainment system.
The DMV is no placE for fun, what with the
excruciatingly long wait, the cost to renew your
driver’s license and those metal, unforgiving
chairs. But the owner of this luxury home has put
together his own department of motor vehicles,
so to speak, and taken it to a new level of class
by creating an automated showroom for an
impressive collection of rare luxury vehicles and
authentic race cars.
“He wanted a trophy room of sorts, a gallery
where he could showcase his cars under one
roof and host events and dinners,” says Ryan
Sullivan, owner of BlueSpeed AV, of the purpose
behind this unique, 7,000-square-foot space.
Constructed as a separate wing of the
27,000-square-foot house, the area goes from
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zero to 60 in seconds. The owner needs only to
tap any of seven sleek Lutron Palladiom keypads
throughout the room to activate the lights, music
system, video projector, and adjust the thermostat.
The settings of these systems vary depending
on which keypad button is pressed, so that the
atmosphere is perfect for any number of activities. “Event,” for example, commands the Epson
projector to lower from its hiding place above the
ceiling, each of six TVs (two are 75 inches; the
rest are 65 inches) to activate and tune to preselected sports channels (without audio); 100 loads
of lights to illuminate the entire area; seven Lutron automated shades to lower; and music from
an Autonomic server to pipe through more than
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
BlueSpeed AV,
Bixby, Okla.
bluespeedav.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Epson projector •
Savant control system
• Lutron lighting and
automated shading •
Screen Innovations 160inch screen • Samsung
75-inch TVs • Bowers
& Wilkins, MSE Audio
speakers • Kaleidescape
media server •
Autonomic music server
• Honeywell security •
Luma security cameras

UNIQUE SPACE
two dozen MSE Audio SoundTube and Bowers &
Wilkins speakers. The SoundTube models hang
like pendant lights from the ceiling; the B&W
speakers are mounted flush into the ceiling.
A 160-inch Zero Gravity Slate screen from
Screen Innovations displays images from the
projector. The owners use a Savant app on their
iPads and iPhones to select video from one of
several cable boxes, 4K Apple TV, Kaleidescape
movie server, or a presentation from a laptop.
“Fundraisers are often held here, so presenters
can plug their laptops right into the projector
system,” Sullivan says. They can quickly interrupt
the music, and instruct audio from the laptop (or
any of the TVs) to broadcast through the speakers instead.
Another favorite scene, called “Presentation,”
switches everyone’s focus to the car collection,
which includes Jaguars, Ferraris, Aston Martins,
and a few NASCAR race cars. Upon engaging
this scene, 30 light switches brighten and dim
fixtures to highlight special features of each car.
Also under the supervision of the Savant control system are a 1950s-style diner, candy and ice
cream shop, and media room. After admiring the
owner’s prized possessions, guests can grab a
snack or catch a movie. When the evening draws
to a close, the owner just taps an “Away” button
to switch off every light and A/V component. At
the same time, the security system goes into
high alert, ensuring this uniquely designed and
automated area is well protected. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHRIS LO
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SILVER WINNER UNIQUE SPACE

BOWLING ALLEY SCORES BIG WITH

LIGHTING & PROJECTION EFFECTS
In addition to designing and installing lights,
shades, network, and security throughout this
massive waterfront home, Big Picture Solutions
(BPS) was asked to transform the gaming wing and
two-lane bowling alley into something the owner can use for branded events and fundraisers.
“The space needed to fully accommodate these
events, push the boundaries of creative tech, and
be controllable from mobile apps and touchpanel
displays,” says BPS’ Samantha Schroeder.
BPS equipped the area with networked audio,
four wireless mics, and an 85-inch Sony XBR
display for karaoke and PlayStation fun. At the
front are two 55-inch scoring screens, 14 ColorRail IRCs to control full light wash assisted by 20
Chauvet SlimStrips along the walls. Six Chauvet
Swarm FX lights create dynamic movement on
the back and side walls. There’s also a custom
mirror ball, and components to program and control 51,510 LED DMX channels for every imaginable color and pattern, Schroeder notes.
Beyond lighting, three Sony laser projectors
offer full projection mapping capabilities. With
accompanying cameras, TouchMagix interactive
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

display software, and Brunswick’s proprietary
scoring software, downed pins and gaming
outcomes produce all sorts of original, creative
graphics to enhance the experience.
When the room is powered down, at the owner’s
request, all lights and interactive bowling elements
needed to be unnoticed and concealed. BPS custom-built trusses, mounts, wall pockets and ceiling
nooks to keep hardware out of sight. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Big Picture Solutions
(BPS) Inc., Jupiter, Fla.
bpsinc.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

AMX controls • Lutron,
Chauvet, DMX,
Colorband, MA lighting
controls • Totem
Acoustic speakers
• Sony displays and
projectors

BRONZE WINNER UNIQUE SPACE

HOME THEATER & GOLF SIMULATOR

PLAY NICELY TOGETHER
The major renovation to this former home gym
incorporates both a full home theater and golf simulator. Integration firm Millennium Systems Design
(MSD) leveraged Elan controls and interfaces to
pull off the double-duty room configuration.
The integrators quickly realized that they
would need two separate screens for each
mode, given that a golf simulator needs at least
a foot of space behind it so that the ball can hit
the flexible display and bounce back on the floor.
A dual-motorized system enables instant screen
switching via Elan control.
For the golf simulator, a floor-based SIM2
short-throw projector was installed, avoiding the
risk of creating a player’s shadow from behind.
MSD installed a 138-inch Vutec Custom Vision X
motorized screen that drops in front of the golf
screen for “home theater” mode, and a Sony
4K projector descends from an SVS Lifts Mini 6
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Scissor Lift; plus two Sony 40-inch TVs in Vutec
Art Screen frames display old movie posters.
KEF architectural speakers and four Sunfire
in-wall subwoofers deliver surround sound via
Parasound and Sunfire amps, and the owner
can easily adjust volume from his remote or
phone. EH
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Millennium Systems
Design,
Orlando, Fla.
msdhometheater.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Elan control system
• Vutec projection
screen • SIM2 and Sony
projectors • Sony, Vutec
Art Screen displays •
KEF speakers • Sunfire
subwoofers • Parasound,
Sunfire amplifiers •
Straight Wire cabling

GOLD WINNER SMART HOME Traditional Style Less Than $150,000

CAREFULLY PLANNED

CLUTTER BUSTER

Technology and design blend together to create a renovated smart home
environment that looks as good as it performs.
In the world of smart homes, there’s often a
disconnect that happens between a home’s
design and its technology. Sometimes, the
technology can overpower the architecture,
and then there are times when a home’s design dictates the performance of the electronics gear. A pleasing middle ground where both
design and technology can coexist together
without conflict is the aspiration of most systems integrators and their clients.
The team at Lelch Audio Video, of St. Louis
Park, Minn., achieved this pinnacle of planning in
a spectacular smart home that fuses eye-catching cosmetic details and high-performance gear.
In the recreation room, for example, compact
VP40 Sonance speakers share space with
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

recessed lights in a custom-built, decorative,
suspended ceiling. Tucked inconspicuously into
the structure, the speakers spread audio over a
center island in the room.
To ensure harmony between design and tech,
even the 11 speakers comprising a Dolby Atmos
setup in the media room were given top consideration during construction. “To fit the clients’
stylistic requirements, we worked with the builder
to modify the curvature of the media room walls
so the Paradigm Signature Series speakers could
be angled to create a more engaging soundfield,” explains Lelch A/V founder Alex Lelchuk.
The team topped off the media room with two
Paradigm subwoofers, an Anthem receiver, and a
Sony 75-inch TV.
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Lelch Audio Video, St.
Louis Park, Minn.
lelchav.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Control4 control •
Control4 A/V distribution
• Anthem receiver
and amp • Control4
light switches • Yale
electronic locks •
Interlogix security
system • Luma
surveillance cameras
• Paradigm, Sonance
speakers • Sony, Séura
TVs • Amazon Echo
Dots and Spot • Araknis,
Ubiquiti network •
QMotion automated
shades

SMART HOME Traditional Style Less Than $150,000
Remarkably, all of this integration was part of a
remodel. “It was a super-substantial renovation
that involved our firm, an architect, and a builder,”
Lelchuk says. “And given that the homeowners
were extremely tech savvy, all the key people
were heavily involved in and in constant communication during every phase of the project.”
Loudspeakers Span the Property
Per the homeowners’ request, Lelch A/V extended audio and video to rooms throughout the
house, tucking a combination of Sonance and
Paradigm speakers into walls and painting their
grilles to match the surrounding surface. All the
speakers are tied to a Control4 matrix, which
enables the homeowners to access and deliver
audio from a Sonos Connect music streamer to
any area they choose via a Control4 app on their
mobile devices.
One of their favorite spots to enjoy music is
outdoors, where Lelch A/V outfitted the yard
with a Sonance SLS 68 sound system comprising eight weather-resistant speakers and an
in-ground subwoofer. A four-season patio plays
music, too, thanks to Sonance Mariner Extreme
speakers in the ceiling and mounted to the side
of the house.
4K video travels to multiple TVs housewide,
too, thanks to the Control4 matrix. From the app,
the owners can select content from an Apple TV,
Roku Stick, or TiVo Bolt. A 75-inch outdoor Séura
TV is also connected to the matrix so video can
be enjoyed alfresco.
Control4: The Life of the Party
While the owners cue up music and movies from
the Control4 app, they can also manage the
home’s Control4 light switches, QMotion motorized shades, Interlogix security system, Luma surveillance cameras, electronic door locks, garage
door opener, and a gas fire pit. All of these components can be operated individually or together
when the owners activate any of several scenes
programmed by Lelch A/V. An “Entertain” scene,
for example, activates all the lights inside and
out, delivers music to all speakers but at different volume levels depending on the room, and
adjusts the thermostats to compensate for extra
people in the house.
Another favorite is “Good Night,” a scene that
varies its effect based on where the command is
engaged. If command originates from a Control4
keypad in the master bedroom, it shuts off, closes, and locks everything over the course of two
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018
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minutes. However, if Good Night is issued from a
keypad by the front door, only the exterior lighting and A/V equipment, door locks, and garage
doors are affected. The indoor A/V and lighting
stay on until the command for the housewide
sweep from the master bedroom is pressed.
Alexa: Icing on the Home Control Cake
Of course, these days no high-tech home is
complete without some form of voice control. For
this project, Amazon Alexa was integrated with
Control4, giving the homeowners a hands-free
way to launch scenes and other forms of control.
“The ability to ask Alexa to control aspects
of the home is not only convenient, but it went
a long way to prevent the wall acne the homeowners wanted to avoid,” Lelchuk says. “Instead
of relying solely on keypads, which can clutter
walls, they can just use their voice to control every device that’s tied to the Control4 system.” In
this home, that covers just about everything. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JENNY TERRELL
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VAUNTED VIDEO OPTIONS,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
INSIDE & OUT
Sometimes a client will leave all the technology decisions to the systems integrator; other times they
have a good idea of what they want. For an integrator, the latter can be tricky but the process can lead
to success, such as the case in this project.
“Long before the clients became some of our
favorites, they were our toughest clients,” says
Brad Montgomery, creative director of Tym Smart
Homes & Home Theaters. “In a lot of ways, his
requests were very simple. … With him, each
piece of the system was like its own carefully
vetted project. No details were missed.”
Truly coveted pieces included the TVs, for
which Savant and Just Add Power products were
integrated to facilitate housewide A/V distribution
to new Sony 4K models plus 198-inch projection
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

system in the impressive theater. There’s viewing
options in the master bedroom with a swing-out
mounted TV recessed into the stone fireplace
as part of collaboration with builder Tree Haven
Homes; multiple TVs in the gym, kids rec room
and outdoor space; and accommodations for golf
simulator room to come.
Also conveniently viewable is footage from
Helios video doorbells and Hikvision surveillance cameras, the latter of which lets the owner
remotely keep an eye on his exotic car collection. Additionally, music plays inside and out via
100+ TruAudio speakers, while a Luxul network
maintains systems reliability. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BRAD MONTGOMERY
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Tym Smart Homes &
Home Theaters
Sandy, Utah
tymhomes.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Savant
lighting control • Sony,
Vizio, Samsung TVs •
Sony 4K projector •
Draper projection screen
• TruAudio speakers,
Paradigm theater
speakers • Anthem,
Pioneer Elite A/V
receivers • DSC security
• Hikvision surveillance •
Luxul network • TruAudio
racks

BRONZE WINNER SMART HOME Traditional Style Less Than $150,000

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
& PLEASANT AESTHETICS

ENHANCE COASTAL COMFORTS
Situated along the Annapolis, Md., coastline, this home with cedar shingles, magnificent stone work, ship-lap interiors, coffered
ceilings and nautical themed lighting fixtures
exudes coziness, comfort and familiarity. It
was apparent the technology had to be equally friendly and inviting, says Atlantic Control
Technologies’ Jan Eden.
ACT implemented RTI controls and Lutron
lighting systems, while whole-house A/V
features sleek LG OLED TVs and visually
pleasing architectural speakers from Sonance.
The media room includes B&W custom install
series speakers, Sony 4K projector and 96inch frameless SI screen.
“Seamless finishes came in the form of integrated step lights, outdoor speakers and camerEH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

as flush mounted with the architectural trim work,
automated home cinema seating, automated
fireplaces, hidden subwoofers and even custom
speaker enclosures to cover the side profile of
the display installations,” says Eden.
ACT also addressed the request for maximum
energy efficiency and reduced wastefulness by
carefully programming the lighting and climate control systems and integrated astronomical clock. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADAM ELNAGDY
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Atlantic Control
Technologies,
Annapolis, Md.
atlcontrol.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

RTI controls • Lutron
lighting control • LG
displays • Sony 4K
projector • Screen
Innovations projection
screen • Sonance, B&W
speakers • Fortress
theater seating • Middle
Atlantic rack

GOLD WINNER SMART HOME Traditional Style $150,000+

TOTAL TECH

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

TAKEOVER

BlueSpeed AV,
Bixby, Okla.
bluespeedav.com

A house void of smart home systems gets filled to the gills with some of the
brightest products available.
When the owners purchased this 9,000-squarefoot home 18 months ago, the only electronic
components that had been used were four TVs
and two loudspeakers. Sparse in smarts, yet an
open canvas, the owners dove in to create a
home environment that nearly runs itself.
It helped that the owner came into the project
with years of home tech experience under his
belt. Having dealt with a number of systems in
the past as a custom integrator, his plan for this
project was plain and simple: Install best-in-breed
products, employ state-of-the-art technologies,
and automate to the nth degree.
The strategy worked. The high-tech systems
operate as a natural extension of the home,
impacting every facet of the family’s lifestyle
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

in some very practical, useful and remarkable
ways. And rarely do they have to lift a finger to
make the systems in their smart home operate
appropriately. Going from barebones to bellsand-whistles, this home’s journey to smart home
excellence makes it a worthy recipient of our
Gold Traditional-Style Smart Home Award.
Laying the Groundwork
Handling the extensive makeover was BlueSpeed
AV, of Bixby, Okla. Before getting into the nitty-gritty of installing speakers, light switches and other
gear, the BlueSpeed AV team installed a highspeed Ruckus wireless network and hardwired
backbone to support the wide range of systems
selected for the interior and exterior of the home.
www.electronichouse.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant control system •
Savant A/V distribution
• Savant thermostats
• Lutron lighting and
motorized shading •
DPI, Sony projectors •
Screen Innovations 160inch, 120-inch screens
• Samsung, Sony,
Séura TVs • Bowers &
Wilkins, Coastal Source,
Episode, Sonance,
Phase Technology
speakers • Sonance,
Marantz amplifiers •
Yale electronic locks
• IC Realtime, Luma
surveillance cameras •
Amazon Alexa Show and
Echo Dot smart speakers
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The second crucial element was the implementation of a control system that could pull all
the pieces and parts together to work as one.
BlueSpeed AV chose Savant for complete, comprehensive home control. With this networking
and control groundwork laid, the team went to
work, installing, configuring, and programming
each high-tech facet of this smart home.
Hands-Free Lighting Control
One of the most beneficial parts of any smart
home is an architectural lighting system, and the
wireless Lutron HomeWorks QS solution added
to this house takes charge of more than 180 light
switches. The HomeWorks QS dims and brightens lights to preset intensity levels based on
occupancy in rooms, time of day, home security
status, button presses, mobile app, and voice
commands. Although elegant seeTouch keypads
installed near each doorway offer quick and easy
control over the lights in the room — as well as
access to and control over music — “we rarely
touch them,” says the owner. “Most of the time,
we let the occupancy sensors and timers manage when the lights go and off.”
For example, when the sensors notice that
someone has walked into a room, it signals the
Lutron system to brighten them to a certain level
and stay on until the room is vacant. However,
at night, the sensors ignore movement so that
the lights stay off while people are sleeping. The
exceptions are the hallway lights which brighten
to 10 percent to lead family members to the bathroom and kitchen.
26 Zones of Audio; 50 Outdoor Speakers
The whole-house music system, which is driven by a Savant matrix switcher, requires more
human interaction, but it’s still a cinch to handle. A user simply taps a button on the room
keypad to play songs on the built-in Bowers &
Wilkins speakers in the space. The music, from
streaming services such as Pandora and Spotify,
also travels to 50 outdoor Coastal Source and
Episode speakers around the decks, swimming
pool, and landscape. The whole-house system
also features a pair of striking B&W floorstanding speakers in the living room and a full Phase
Technology dARTS Speaker System in the media
room. Even if a keypad isn’t handy, the owners
can use the Savant app to find music, adjust
volume, and direct it to any or all of the home’s
26 listening areas.
The switcher also delivers video from a central
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018
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rack of equipment, which includes four cable
boxes, two Apple TVs, two Kaleidescape media
servers, three Xbox One players, and a PlayStation 4, to numerous Sony, Samsung, and Séura
TVs. A 160-inch Screen Innovations Transformer
screen paired with a Sony projector in a media
room and 120-inch Screen Innovations screen
and companion Digital Projection International
(DPI) projector in the indoor basketball court also
tap into the video sources.
All-Out Integration and Voice-Activated Scenes
Lighting and whole-house A/V are just the tip of
the iceberg. Also integrated into the Savant control architecture are a full-blown security system
with 35 surveillance cameras, motorized window
shades, the aforementioned TVs and projectors,
four thermostats, six electronic door locks, and
garage door openers. That’s a slew of systems to
manage individually, so to simplify BlueSpeed AV
programmed several housewide “scenes” into
the Savant systems.
For example, there’s no need to visit each
door, window, thermostat, TV, or A/V component
before for bedtime, thanks to the “Goodnight”
scene specially crafted by BlueSpeed AV for the
family. Instead, the owners can have the house
ready in seconds from wherever they are — even
while under the covers. The “Away” scene can
be activated from the app on any mobile device, keypad, or by voice. BlueSpeed peppered
several Amazon Show and Echo Dot devices
throughout, so the every command is heard.
“Voice control really comes in handy when
we’re hosting a party,” says the owner. “I just say,
‘House Party,’ and the outdoor entertainment
area springs to life. My favorite Pandora channel
streams through 50 speakers, three outdoor TVs
turn on and tune to preset sports channels, and if
it’s evening, the landscape lights activate. When
you’re walking out to the barbeque with a tray
full of meat, being able to yell at Alexa to control
things is very helpful.”
Personal Wake-Up Calls
Other scenes are engaged in a similar manner,
but with a few tweaks personalized for each family member. Next to the bed of each family member is a keypad with a button labeled “Goodnight.” When the kids press their button, only the
lights and A/V in their room turns off. The rest of
the house is unaffected. In Mom and Dad’s bedroom, the button initiates a global sweep where
every light, A/V component, window shade, door
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018
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lock, alarm, thermostat and motion sensors are
adjusted. The TV in the master bedroom stays
on, but automatically shuts off after 45 minutes.
In the morning, a “Wake-Up” scene activates
automatically — at a different time for each family
member. At their set wake-up time, which is
adjustable through the Savant app, the bedroom
lights slowly brighten and a favorite music channel plays through the room’s built-in speakers at
their preferred volume level. “It’s one of the most
effective ways to wake up my son for school,” the
owner enthuses. And if that doesn’t work, there’s
always Alexa. “Because we have them in nearly
every room we can use them as intercoms,” the
owner says. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHRIS LO
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AUTOMATED LIGHTS & SHADES

HELP TO PRESERVE
PRECIOUS COLLECTIBLES
This Florida waterfront home showcases the
transformation to fully automated possibilities,
with systems of lighting, shades, A/V, HVAC, security, and network needing to be designed, installed, and brought online across 16,850 square
feet built in 2007, explains Samantha Schroeder
of integrator BPS Inc. In addition, the residence
has a customized two-lane Brunswick bowling
alley (see Unique Space – Silver).
“Strategic lighting and timed shade deployment are absolutely essential for showcasing the
hundreds of rare and fine art collectibles stationed throughout the interior,” she says. Lutron’s
Hyperion solar-adaptive sensors trigger shades.
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

As the sun sets, automated landscape lighting
highlights the property down to the dock with
17 floodlights, 32 carriage sconces, and 179 LED
fixtures powered by Lutron and integrated into
AMX control system.
With security a priority, 14 4K security cameras
give the owner complete streaming access. Two
Elk security systems support a variety of locking mechanisms between the main home and
guest house, including a security gate. Keystroke
combinations and designated fobs are linked to
preset scenes curated for special guests.
All systems, including guest house and landscape environments, are controllable via four
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

Big Picture Solutions Inc.,
Jupiter, Fla.
bpsinc.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

AMX controls • Lutron
lighting/shade control
• Garden Light outdoor
LEDs • Sony, LG TVs •
Sony projection • Totem
Acoustic speakers
• Kaleidescape,
Autonomic media
servers • Elk security
system
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AMX displays, 75 keypads, mobile apps, and six
tabletop keypads. Lutron Finiré fixtures Lumaris
LEDs offer premium interior lighting. Each room is
outfitted with Totem audio and 4K Sony displays
that offer seamless accessibility to Kaleidescape
content and bowling alley events. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MONTE RITZ
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HOME NETWORK KEEPS MULTIPLE BUILDINGS

WELL CONNECTED
This extensive whole-house project is really more like two in one. The 5.5-acre estate
includes a 10,000-square-foot main house and
separate two-story, six-car garage with a dedicated theater/gaming/bar area, and 10Gb fiber-optic
cabling connecting the buildings so each space
can share access to everything governed by the
30+ zones of Crestron controls and A/V distribution. A Lutron system controls the lighting and
shade system in both buildings.
That upstairs area of the garage building
includes a tiered-seating theater with Sony 4K
projection and Stewart Filmscreen acoustically
transparent screen, which conceals the front stage
floorstanding speakers and two subwoofers in the
5.2.4 Dolby Atmos array featuring B&W speakers.
Highlights of the main house include more

Sony 4K TVs inside, a 27-inch Séura mirror TV
in the master bath, and a partially enclosed
outdoor living room that includes a 55-inch
SunBriteTV, GoldenEar soundbar and in-ceiling B&W speakers. The pool is surrounded by
Sonance speakers and subwoofers, while more
GoldenEar soundbars pair with TVs inside. An
enterprise-grade Cisco network keeps systems
humming without fail. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF VICKI KERR
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& INSTALLATION
ListenUp,
Denver, Colo.
listenup.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Crestron controls •
Lutron lighting/shade
control • Sony 4K
projector • Stewart
Filmscreen screen •
Sony, Séura, SunBriteTV
displays
B&W, Sonance,
GoldenEar speakers
• McIntosh theater
electronics • Cisco
network
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MODEL HOME NOW BUILDER’S

FAMILY DREAM HOME

After decking out a company show home with Control4 automation
technology, the homebuilder decided to call the place his own.
It took a while, but homebuilders seem to be on
board with smart home technology these days.
Increasingly, they are incorporating touches of
tech into model homes, show homes, and even
including preconfigured packages as standard
amenities in the homes they build for clients.
The adoption has made it easier for home systems integrators to ally with builders in an effort
to bring home technology to the masses. HabiTech Systems, for example, has collaborated with
Kargar Homes since 2001, but their relationship
blossomed in a new way recently.
Show Home Gets Real
What started out as purely a business partnership has become one of customer and home
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

systems provider. “After using the house as a
company show home for several months, the
owner of Kargar had the intention of putting it on
the market to sell,” says HabiTech sales manager Kris Levengood. “Secretively, I think he had
hoped that it wouldn’t sell, which it didn’t.” But,
instead, the Kargar family moved into the house,
made it its own, and have been taking full advantage of all the systems installed by the HabiTech
crew as well as its energy-efficient design for
about a year.
The integration team must have covered all of
its bases, because according to Levengood the
Kargars have requested very few adjustments to
their home’s Control4 automation system since
they moved in. Their satisfaction with the setup
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

HabiTech Systems,
Ormond Beach, Fla.
habitechsystems.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Control4 control system
• Control4 lighting
• Control4 audio
distribution • Interlogix
security system with
Alarm.com monitoring
• Luma surveillance
cameras • HP Products
central vacuum system
• Marantz A/V receivers
• MartinLogan speakers,
subwoofers • Epson
projector • Screen
Innovations projection
screen • Luxul wireless
network
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could have stemmed from their close involvement during the design and installation of the
home systems.
“Even though it was conceived originally as
being a show home, the residence ended up
reflecting a lot of their personality — from the
architecture and interior design to the integration of technology,” Levengood says. “It really
evolved into their dream home.”
Custom touches are apparent throughout the
12,000-square-foot residence. Nearly 50 Control4 wireless dimmer switches and 40 keypads
were engraved from the get-go with all of the
typical programmed scenes: Home, Away, Party,
Good Night, Movie, and more. These scenes can
be changed on a whim and new ones added
easily at any time.
Sensors on every door and window, as well
as multiple motion sensors, communicate via
hardwire to an Interlogix NetworX security system. The system lets the family actively monitor
and manage each facet via Alarm.com services
through a mobile app.
They can use the app to customize the settings
of the system, like have it dispatch alerts on their
smartphones whenever a particular sensor is
tripped. Because the Alarm.com platform utilizes
a cellular connection, home protection is never
jeopardized in the event of an Internet snafu.
Cosmetically Conscious Tech Design
Convenient and customized control was critical
to the project, but what the owner wanted more
than anything was the technology to remain as
inconspicuous as possible. “Hiding the technology was our number one goal and our biggest
challenge,” Levengood says.
Although the home was outfitted with several
keypads and 10 Control4 touchscreens, these
elements were customized to blend in nicely
with the room cosmetics. An equipment closet
hides all of the gear. Sixteen zones incorporating
MartinLogan speakers blend them into the ceilings and walls. And for components that couldn’t
be as easily fused with the architecture, like the
floorstanding MartinLogan models chosen for the
home theater, HabiTech arranged to have cabinetry built around them.
“The owner wanted all the bells and whistles in
this room, but wanted to see none of it,” Levengood remarks. “This ‘cloak-them-with-cabinetry’
solution allows the MartinLogan speakers to
perform optimally without overpowering the
room design.” The custom-designed speakers in
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018
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the home theater are part of an 11-channel Dolby
Atmos surround-sound setup, complemented by
a 150-inch Screen Innovations Black Diamond
screen and Epson laser projector.
Plans for the Future
Today, the home theater system is connected
to its own dedicated suite of A/V components,
including a cable box, Blu-ray player, and Apple
TV. The other nine TVs in the house each have
their own set of components, too. But rather than
clutter the residence with equipment cabinets in
each TV room, HabiTech ran cabling from each
media setup to centrally located rack that holds
all of the home systems.
For now, this arrangement works, but Levengood says an 8x8 Control4 matrix switch will
eventually be added to enable the TVs to share
sources. Also on the docket is voice control.
“This house is prewired for anything. It’s just a
matter of deciding what the owner wants.”
Even without the wiring, the team at HabiTech
made sure that any wireless systems would
work like a charm. A Luxul network infrastructure
establishes and maintains reliable Wi-Fi communications — essential for the delivery of video
footage from 16 Luma IP surveillance cameras
to Control4 touchscreens. As each new device joins either the wired or wireless network,
HabiTech will be on hand to help its business
partner-turned-client customize it perfectly to suit
the design of the house and the needs of the
family. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TONY GIESE
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PAST & PRESENT

BLEND PERFECTLY IN
METICULOUS REMODEL
Dubbed the “historic and modern D.C. row
home” project by systems integrator Atlantic
Control Technologies, this remodel by Robert
Gurney Architects manages to blend modern
flair that preserves elements of the 250-year-old
structure with technology.
“These two competing factors gave the installation certain challenges. The system installed
had to be minimal. In truth, because of the building’s historical status, at times it was impossible
to lawfully alter it in any way,” says ACT operations manager Jan Eden.
Relying on a mix of products and systems like
LG displays, Sony and Screen Innovations projection, Sonance and Bowers & Wilkins speakers,
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

Sonos music and RTI controls, ACT managed to
achieve the delicate balancing act for integrating
whole-house technology and even delivering a
dedicated theater room.
The aesthetic demands led to the small-aperture style Sonance speakers, for instance,
but special consideration had to be given to
space them correctly for proper coverage
while also dealing with 15-foot-high ceilings,
notes Eden. That meant integrating unobtrusive subwoofers as well for enough low-frequency support.
Another challenge, according to ACT, was
limiting controls to two master touchscreens
and five secondary, non-touchscreen universal
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Atlantic Control
Technologies,
Annapolis, Md.
atlcontrol.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

RTI controls • LG
displays • Sony projector
• Screen Innovations
projection screen •
Sonance, Bowers &
Wilkins, Sonos, Leon
speakers • Sonos
whole-house music
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remotes. This necessitated well-thought-out
programming to maximize the tech potential
from the fewest components, but the owners
now have the intuitive and simplified system
they envisioned, reports Eden. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADAM ELNAGDY
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TECHNOLOGY

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION

MELDS INTO MODERN FLAIR,
WIDESPREAD WOODWORK
The architecture of the old South might call to
mind expansive porches, tall pillars, grand foyers
and staircases and more … and not so much
ultra-modern style exterior and furnishings, which
made the opportunity to work on this project
particularly exciting, notes Mozaic Audio Video
Integration CEO Michael Johnson.
That also required Mozaic to work closely with
builder Alexander Modern Homes, woodworker
McVantage Exotic Hardwoods and interior designer Riverworks Design Studio to integrate the tech.
“One of our primary challenges was the installation of a surround-sound experience in the
living room area with a custom-fabricated oneof-a-kind wood fireplace and ceiling,” he says.
Mozaic leaned on Leon Speakers to integrate
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

a custom soundbar into the space, along with
Stealth Acoustics Invisible speakers and in-wall
Sonance subwoofer.
Elsewhere the integrator enlisted Stealth’s Invisible models or smaller Sonance in-ceiling speakers
that could closely mimic the size and layout of the
can lighting. The builder aided Mozaic in properly
running wire to TVs in “floating” fireplaces on the
back porch and in the master bedroom. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOMMY DASPIT
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Mozaic Audio
Video Integration,
Madison, Ala.

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Lutron
lighting control • Leon,
Stealth Acoustics,
Sonance speakers
• Sony TVs • Luma
surveillance cameras •
Araknis network • Strong
mounts and rack
WattBox surge
protection
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AUTOMATION AIDS

LAKESIDE LIVING LUXURIES

A powerful control system ensures that views of a gorgeous lake are
never blocked, through integration of TVs that lift from the floor, motorized
shading, and more.
Blessed with beautiful views of an inland lake,
you better believe the owners of this home made
sure to install massive windows — and lots of
them. In fact, the majority of the lake-facing side
of the house features wall-to-wall glass. As stunning as these sensational fenestrations might be,
though, they do pose a few problems. Sunlight
can fade furnishings and art, and throw a glare
onto TV screens. There’s also the heat generated by the incoming sunlight to combat. Lastly,
unclad windows preserve none of an occupants’
privacy. Those windows needed some TLC.
Thankfully, when the owners began designing
plans for their new 15,000-square-foot home,
they contacted the team at Spire Integrated SysEH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

tems to add a few high-tech systems to handle
the harsh afternoon sunshine.
“When we first started working with the homeowners, our initial goal was to prewire it to the
hilt and install a Lutron architectural lighting and
shading system,” says Navot Shoresh, president
of Spire. “Sunlight would affect a lot of the house,
so these two technologies would be extremely
beneficial to the homeowners; and, based on
our years of experience, we expected that as the
project progressed the owners would likely ask
us to install other types systems.”
Shoresh’s hunch was spot on. Within a few
weeks, plans for the smart home project grew to
include a full-blown Savant automation system
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Spire Integrated
Systems,
Traverse City, Mich.
spireintegrated.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Lutron
lighting and shading
• Savant audio/video
distribution • Meridian,
Sonance speakers
• Sony TVs • Integra
amplifiers

SMART HOME Contemporary Style $150,000+
that spreads audio and video content to speakers and TVs housewide and controls a security
system and surveillance cameras, motorized entry gate, numerous water features, motorized TV
lifts — and, of course, the 256 lights and nearly
60 motorized shades.
Control System Empowers the Household
The evolution of integrated systems made Savant
an ideal choice for the job, which took two years
to complete. “It would allow the owners themselves to create routines for the systems to follow,
which makes them feel more empowered and
not like hostages in their own home,” Shoresh
explains. “It completely removed any trepidation
of the technology.” Of course, he and his team
configured the system fully for the family, with several customized scenes and automated scenarios
for the ultimate in ease and simplicity.
For example, lights inside and outside the home
activate automatically based on the time of day
and the occupancy. Shades lift up and down in
sync with sunrise and sunset. Again, because
maintaining a view was of the upmost importance,
Spire programmed the shades to descend only
halfway down the windows. “This would shade the
interior of the house, yet still give the owners an
unobstructed view outside,” Shoresh says.
Putting these systems on auto pilot saves the
owners from the tedium of manual adjustments,
but they find the Savant app on their mobile devices to be just has helpful. With a quick tap and
swipe on the screen, they can access, monitor,
and operate every Savant-connected device in
the house, from the couch, the backyard, bedroom, or thousands of miles from home.
Entertainment Enlightenment
Entertainment was a natural complement to the
lighting and shading systems, turning the home
into the perfect place to entertain friends and
family or to simply relax and unwind with music
and a movie. Spire packed the house with plenty
of options. Tucked neatly inside an equipment
closet are cable boxes, Apple TV, and an Autonomic media server that streams music from
Pandora, Tidal, and other online services to 26
listening zones equipped with a variety of Sonance interior and exterior speakers, plus a pair
of Meridian floorstanding units in the living room
for a two-channel stereo effect.
The Meridian duo is accompanied by a 70-inch
Sony TV — just one of many. With TVs of this
size, it’s easy for the technology to become the
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018
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visual focal point. Rather than let that happen, the
owners, architect and Spire team collaborated
on a unique solution that completely removes at
least a couple TVs from the spotlight.
“In order to maintain the views, we placed a
65-inch TV in the kitchen and a 36-inch TV in the
master bedroom on motorized lifts that raise the
displays from the floor and into viewing position,”
Shoresh explains. “It was one of the most challenging parts of the project as we had to build a
space below the floor to house each TV, move a
slice of granite from the floor to allow the TV to
pass, and then move that piece of granite back
into positon to fit flush with the rest of the floor.”
The disappearing TV act was a success. Stowing them below the floor, the windows remain
the main eye candy. Should the owners want to
watch a show from their bed or catch the news
while sipping coffee in the morning, they simply
go to the Savant app on their iPad or iPhone, and
command the Future Automation lifts to bring the
TVs up into perfect viewing position. They go
back into their hiding spots just as easily when
the show is over.
Slick and Sensible
This same lift-and-lower technique was applied
to the shelving unit in the rec room. Except with
this setup, the shelves, which hold liquor for the
bar, rise from a locked cabinet below when the
owner presses his thumb to a biometric reader.
“It’s a great way to keep a party from getting out
of hand,” Shoresh says.
The motorized TVs and bar shelves are slick in
design but still serve very practical purposes, just
like every other smart system in this lake house.
“We really focused on what made sense for the
home and family and didn’t spend time or money
on things that probably wouldn’t get used,”
Shoresh remarks.
For example, two Meridian speakers instead of
a full surround-sound setup suffice in the living
room, and in-wall speakers were installed only
in rooms where music listening would definitely
happen — not throughout the entire house. Money and technology was invested in parts of the
home deemed extremely important, like shading
for the windows and scenery-saving TVs. EH
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ULTRA-MODERN AMENITIES

ARTFULLY ENHANCE
NYC RESIDENCE
For this project that Rich AV Design outfitted on
New York City’s Upper West Side, the owner had
purchased three units for renovation into one
and wanted a Savant system solution similar to
the one in family’s existing home, only with some
extra technology. The integrator collaborated
with the client’s interior designer, Nick Deramo
of Ingro Inc., through the Highline Construction
Company. “We focused on combining technology
and style. This meant working with some untraditional partners and unique installation techniques
for a sleek, modern look,” says Rich AV Design
owner Josh Rich.
For example, a Ketra lighting system was a
high priority. Ketra automatically adjusts color
temperature according to outside light to reguEH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

late the family’s circadian rhythm, Rich explains,
like blue hues enabling natural relaxation; also,
Ketra brings stylistic benefits, like the 2,000
color-changing LEDs that create art in the grand
foyer.
Decorative mounts for Savant sunshades and
Lutron blackout shades with in-wall recessed
side channels combine form and function for
automated window treatments accessing the
Manhattan skyline. Aesthetic matters also included using TruFig for all keypads, outlets and iPorts
to create sleek control framework, Rich notes.
Stealth Acoustics Invisible speakers tap into
the Savant multiroom audio system, while TruAudio soundbars add to the setups for surround
sound in the living and family rooms. The living
www.electronichouse.com

SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Rich AV Design,
Stamford, Conn.
richavdesign.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Lutron
lighting control • Ketra,
DMX, Dali fixtures •
Savant, Lutron shades
• Stealth Acoustics,
TruAudio speakers •
Sony, LG TVs • Access
Networks, Ruckus
network • SurgeX UPS
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room has a 75-inch TV within marble framing
while the family room has an 85-inch TV in a
custom A/V cabinet. EH
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INSTALLATION TRICKS

HIDE TREASURE
TROVE OF A/V RICHES
Where does one’s jaw begin to drop after entering this 11,000-square-foot modern marvel?
Integrator MAXICON outfitted seven bedrooms,
family room, dining room, living room, dedicated theater, gym, and outdoor pool, terrace and
cabana.
The first floor offers several highlights and
ways Lutron shades take on importance. In the
home theater, the drapery gray blackout fabric
shades ensure the darkest viewing environment.
Elsewhere, individually controllable blackouts
and sheers allow sunlight when desired. They’re
key in the family room, which offers dual viewing
options — the new Samsung Frame TV, as well
as a concealed projection system that drops
from the ceiling.
EH HOME OF THE YEAR 2018

The second floor leads to another media
room, featuring a Leon Speakers soundbar and
65-inch TV. The master suite includes a 75-inch
ceiling-stowed TV, and Origin Acoustics speakers and Sony TV in the master bath. An outdoor
seating area pipes music in via Sonance speakers. Finally, there’s the high-tech gym. “The only
thing left is a great workout with the Peloton
Bikes while watching the latest sports news on
the 55-inch flushed-mounted TV,” says MAXICON’s Jessica Persyko. EH
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BENJAMIN EDELSTEIN
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SYSTEMS DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
MAXICON,
Miami, Fla.
maxiconusa.com

EQUIPMENT
HIGHLIGHTS

Savant controls • Lutron
lighting/shade controls
• Sony TVs, projector
• Samsung Frame TV
• Screen Innovations
screen • Klipsch, Stealth
Acoustics, Sonance,
Leon, Origin Acoustics
speakers• AudioControl
electronics • Future
Automation mounts/lifts
• Oppo Blu-ray player •
Araknis network

